Security Is More Important Than Ever

With the development of the electronic health record and to stay in compliance with HIPAA, the need for network security has increased in importance for both the organization and the patient. To demonstrate its priority status, protecting patient information is a core measure and means to achieving Meaningful Use. To properly protect your patient information, you have to first protect your network. How secure is your network?

Perimeter Security Verification (PSV) provides comprehensive penetration testing by measuring network security risks. PSV uses best-in-technology to test network devices such as, firewalls, routers, switches, servers, workstations, and printers. The tests help identify and locate vulnerabilities, categorizing them by severity and providing detailed reports with standard vulnerability assessment procedures.

Identifying and reporting security vulnerabilities allows you to remediate any identified issues in a planned manner, thus significantly raising the level of your security protection. PSV allows you the proactive ability to see your network before an actual attack may occur. When weaknesses are located, steps can be taken to reduce those threats.

We use industry standard tools, appropriately licensed as commercial versions when applicable. Additional open source tools have been tried and tested time and again by security experts all over the world.

We make sure that you are provided with the safest and most complete tests possible. Your patients will enjoy the added protection and so will your network.

Contact us at (605) 256-5555 if you would like more information about this crucial service.